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Netherlands Chamber of Commerce means business,
thanks Metaware and IBM Solutions Builder Express
Where does business go when it
needs vital information, a regional
presence and a voice at the table of
government? Its local chamber of
commerce, of course. In the
Netherlands, 21 regional chambers
operating through 60 offices
provide essential services to
businesses throughout the country.
Although the Netherlands Chamber
of Commerce is decentralized to
respond to local issues, its units
must work together to fulfill a mandate
set by the Dutch government: to
implement economic laws introduced
so that businesses can benefit
from reliable information recorded by
an impartial organization.
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Clarity and impact
“The demo toolkit, with its sales

“The demo toolkit with its sales support materials,
enables us to present the concept and benefits of our
solutions with impact and clarity.”
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The ﬂexibility of the toolkit is

present the concept and beneﬁts of
our solutions with impact and clarity,”
says Ad Voets, president, Metaware.
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solution for our customer with which

they were unfamiliar,” says Voets. The
solution consisted of a personalized
portal, complete with individual
mailbox and agenda items, and newly
built Lotus Notes applications that
display news and articles from
national and regional newspapers. In
the next phase, the portal will connect
employees to the business-critical
Trade Register as well as several
existing Lotus Notes data bases.
Like an ace in the pocket, Solutions
Builder Express is helping Metaware
score an advantage early in the sales
cycle – and building conﬁdence
among clients like the Netherlands
Chamber of Commerce that choosing
Metaware solutions is simply good
business.
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